Molecular targets in arthritis and recent trends in nanotherapy
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Abstract: Due to its severity and increasing epidemiology, arthritis needs no description. There are various forms of arthritis most of which are disabling, very painful, and common. In spite of breakthroughs in the field of drug discovery, there is no cure for arthritis that can eliminate the disease permanently and ease the pain. The present review focuses on some of the most successful drugs in arthritis therapy and their side effects. Potential new targets in arthritis therapy such as interleukin-1β, interleukin-17A, tumor necrosis factor alpha, osteopontin, and several others have been discussed here, which can lead to refinement of current therapeutic modalities. Mechanisms for different forms of arthritis have been discussed along with the molecules that act as potential biomarkers for arthritis. Due to the difficulty in monitoring the disease progression to detect the advanced manifestations of the diseases, drug-induced cytotoxicity, and problems with drug delivery; nanoparticle therapy has gained the attention of the researchers. The unique properties of nanoparticles make them highly attractive for the design of novel therapeutics or diagnostic agents for arthritis. The review also focuses on the recent trends in nanoformulation development used for arthritis therapy. This review is, therefore, important because it describes the relevance and need for more arthritis research, it brings forth a critical discussion of successful drugs in arthritis and analyses the key molecular targets. The review also identifies several knowledge gaps in the published research so far along with the proposal of new ideas and future directions in arthritis therapy.
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Introduction

Arthritis

Arthritis is an umbrella term for several joint disorders that involves inflammation of one or more joints or the musculoskeletal system. In Australia, disability and chronic pain are majorly caused by arthritis that has affected 3.85 million Australians. With the increase in the aging population, the number of people with arthritis is also growing; hence, the current trends suggest that, by 2050, seven million Australians will suffer from some form of arthritis (http://www.arthritisaustralia.com.au). It was also estimated that 15% (40 million) of Americans had some form of arthritis in 1995 and an estimated 18.2% (59.4 million) will be affected by the year 2020.¹ There are over 150 types of rheumatic and musculoskeletal disorders categorized under arthritis; however, the most common form of arthritis is osteoarthritis (OA). In developed countries, OA is among the ten most disabling diseases. Worldwide statistics shows that symptomatic OA will develop in 9.6% of men and 18% of women aged over 60 years (http://www.who.int). Other arthritis forms that lead to major health burden globally are rheumatoid arthritis (RA), psoriatic arthritis, lupus, and infectious arthritis. Globally, of the 291 conditions...
studied, RA was ranked as the 42nd highest contributor to global disability, just below malaria and just above iodine deficiency.\textsuperscript{2}

**Available treatments for arthritis**

There is no standard treatment for arthritis available so far. The treatment strategy employed includes immunosuppressive drugs that have several side effects. Tofacitinib, methotrexate (MTX), leflunomide, and hydroxychloroquine have been commonly used so far for the arthritis treatment. A Janus Kinase (JAK) inhibitor named tofacitinib (a small molecule) has been used for the treatment of RA. The mechanism by which this inhibitor functions is by blocking the JAK signaling through JAK3 and JAK1 that are heterodimeric receptors of JAK. Blocking of these receptors (JAK1 and JAK3) by tofacitinib further leads to blocking of several cytokines such as interleukins (ILs) 2, 4, 7, 9, and 21, which contribute significantly in modulating immune response.\textsuperscript{3} It has been reported that tofacitinib involves serious infections (cellulitis [5-mg group] and liver abscess, bronchitis, tuberculous pleural effusion, and pyelonephritis [10-mg group]).\textsuperscript{4} Tofacitinib is administered orally at 50 mg/kg\textsuperscript{5} or using osmotic minipump infusion at doses of 1.5, 5, and 15 mg/kg.\textsuperscript{6}

Competitive inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase that plays an important role in tetrahydrofolate synthesis can be achieved by MTX.\textsuperscript{7} Other multiple mechanisms are involved apart from the inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase that include inhibition of 1) enzymes that play a role in purine metabolism\textsuperscript{8} and 2) binding of IL-1 beta to its cell-surface receptor.\textsuperscript{9} Some of the commonly associated side effects of using MTX are ulcerative stomatitis, liver damage (hepatotoxicity), low count of white blood cells, which further lead to nausea, abdominal pain, fever, fatigue, infection, dizziness, and acute pneumonitis. In a few cases, it rarely leads to pulmonary fibrosis.\textsuperscript{10} MTX can be administered intraperitoneally at 0.01 mL/g in 7% sodium bicarbonate,\textsuperscript{11} intraperitoneal injections (1 mL) (0.05–0.5 mg/kg) in normal saline (0.9%),\textsuperscript{12} intramuscularly at 0.3 mg/kg twice a week,\textsuperscript{13} by oral gavage at 0.2 mg/kg/day,\textsuperscript{14} or mixed with powdered food at 0.2 mg/kg/day.\textsuperscript{15} Tofacitinib has been proven to be functionally, clinically, and radiographically more effective than MTX in treating patients with RA.\textsuperscript{5}

Leflunomide (brand names: Arabloc, Arava, Lunava, Repso) is an immunosuppressive disease-modifying antirheumatic drug.\textsuperscript{16} Inhibition of mitochondrial enzyme named dihydroorotate dehydrogenase that is involved in de novo pyrimidine synthesis is the primary mode by which leflunomide acts as an immunomodulatory drug. This inhibits the reproduction of any rapidly dividing cells including the lymphocytes. However, like every other drug some dose-limiting side effects are associated with the drug, such as lung disease, liver damage, and finally immunosuppression.\textsuperscript{17}

Hydroxychloroquine is an antimalarial drug.\textsuperscript{18} The mechanism by which antimalarial drug chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine act on cells is by increasing the pH within intracellular vacuoles that alter the degradation of protein in lysosomes by acidic hydrolases, this does not allow the assembly of macromolecules in the endosomes. Another way by which these drugs act is by post-translational modification of the proteins in Golgi apparatus. Interference with the “antigen processing” in antigen-presenting cells and macrophages is the proposed mechanism for attributing antirheumatic properties to the above-mentioned drugs. Acidic cytoplasmic compartments are required for the antigenic protein to be digested and for the peptides to assemble with the alpha and beta chains of major histocompatibility class (MHC) II proteins. For the antigens to be processed and digested in order for it to assemble with the alpha and beta chains of the MHC class II proteins, acidic pH in the cytoplasmic components is essential. Enabling the formation of the virus peptide–MHC complex will stop the production of CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cells hence avoiding an immune response against autoantigenic peptides and inhibiting this complex formation should be an essential feature of the antimalarial.\textsuperscript{19} The most commonly associated effects of antimalarial drugs are usually mild nausea and diarrhea with occasional stomach cramps.

**Key molecular targets in arthritis**

There are several reports stating various mechanisms for different forms of arthritis. Some key molecules have been identified and are being used as the targets by the upcoming antiarthritis therapies (Table 1).

**Cytokines**

Cytokines have been indicated to play a critical role in the pathological process of development. IL-1\textbeta is one such cytokine that is responsible for the cartilage matrix degradation and destruction of the articular cartilage. IL-1\textbeta inhibits the type II collagen synthesis of hyaline cartilage that changes and destroys the surrounding environment of cartilage cells and leads to variations in the structure of cartilage protein. Studies have reported that IL-1\textbeta content in OA patient’s knee joint synovial fluid (SF) is higher than healthy people and IL-1\textbeta content is significantly positive correlated with patient’s knee joint OA score. Therefore, IL-1\textbeta content in knee joint SF can be used not only as a reference index in the diagnosis of OA, but also as an important therapeutic...
target for treatment of OA.20 Other important cytokines involved in OA include transforming growth factor β and cathepsin-B. Cathepsin-B is upregulated in synovial tissue during the early degenerative phase of OA and can cleave aggrecan at a site near to that of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-3, which is responsible for progression of OA pathogenesis.21

MMPs are also known to play a major role in progression of both OA and RA. In a study, levels of MMP-1, -2, -3, -7, -8, -9, and -13 were studied from 97 patients with RA and 103 patients with OA. The results revealed that levels of MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-8, and MMP-9 were higher in RA patients than in OA. Moreover, among all the MMPs being tested, MMP-3 levels were found to be extremely high.22 The early degenerative phase of OA is usually characterized by the upregulation of cathepsin-B that can cleave aggrecan at a site near to that of MMP3, which is responsible for the progression of OA pathogenesis. Critical pathways that have been found to be related with OA include the tyrosine metabolism pathway, Wnt signaling pathway, and the circadian rhythm pathway. Microarray analysis was performed to identify the differentially expressed genes between OA patients and healthy individuals, and the results revealed that differentially expressed genes such as the platelet-derived growth factor receptor, beta polypeptide, interferon gamma (IFN-γ), early growth response 1, Fas ligand (tumor necrosis factor [TNF] superfamily, member 6), and H3 histone, family 3B (H3.3B) could be used as potential targets for OA diagnosis and treatment.23 Recent studies have shown that hyaluronic acid (HA) derivatives have the potential to reduce the expression of proteolytic enzymes responsible for cartilage degradation in OA such as MMP-1, MMP-13, disintegrin, and IL-6. HA derivatives have also shown to increase the secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10. The hexadecylamide derivative of HA has shown the potential to suppress the inflammatory response induced by calcium pyro-phosphate crystals and reduces the secretion of IL-1β and IL-8. It is also well known that HA binds with high affinity to CD44 leading to the inhibition of NF-kB secretion.20,24

Pathogenesis of RA involves CD4+ T cells, B cells, and monocytes. IL-6 is known to facilitate the differentiation of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S no</th>
<th>Key molecular targets</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>Inhibits synthesis of hyaline cartilage</td>
<td>Knee joint and synovial fluid</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cathepsin-B</td>
<td>Cleaves aggrecan and progression of OA</td>
<td>During the early degenerative phase of OA in synovial tissue</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MMP-3</td>
<td>Progression of OA pathogenesis</td>
<td>Synovial tissue</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Differentiation of T cells in TH-1, TH-2, and TH-17 cells</td>
<td>Synovial T cells</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IL-17A</td>
<td>Activation and expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8</td>
<td>Synovial fluids</td>
<td>27–29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α</td>
<td>Secretion of IL-6, IL-8, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)</td>
<td>Synovial fluids</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Urokinase-type plasminogen (uPA)</td>
<td>uPA/uPAR signaling promotes the inflammatory joint disease</td>
<td>Synovial cells</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Oncostatin M</td>
<td>Potent pro-inflammatory properties in synergy with IL-1 to promote articular cartilage damage</td>
<td>Synovial fibroblasts</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Type I collagen</td>
<td>Induction of osteoblastic differentiation of the bone marrow cells</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Type II collagen</td>
<td>Maintain the integrity of cartilage</td>
<td>Cartilage</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Aggrecan</td>
<td>Maintain the integrity of cartilage</td>
<td>Synovium</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Prostaglandin (PG) E1</td>
<td>Potent stimulator of bone resorption</td>
<td>Osteocytes</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Forkhead box P3 (Foxp3) T cells</td>
<td>Balance between the regulatory T (Treg) cells and the T helper (TH-17) cells</td>
<td>Synovium</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Osteopontin (OPN)</td>
<td>Stimulates cell adhesion, migration, invasion, and specific signaling function</td>
<td>Activated macrophages, leukocytes, and activated T lymphocytes, extracellular fluids, sites of inflammation, and in ECM of mineralized tissues</td>
<td>53,59,68–71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ECM, extracellular matrix; IL, interleukin; OA, osteoarthritis; uPAR, uPA receptor.
T cells into effector T cells (TH1, TH2, and TH-17 cells) or regulatory T (Treg) cells. Cytokines produced by these synovial T cells include TNF-alpha (TNF-α), IFN-γ, and IL-17A. The IL-17A production is restricted to a specific helper (Th) cell subpopulation, referred to as TH-17. The IL-17A expression is confined to memory T cells expressing the transcription factor RAR-related orphan receptor-C and the chemokine receptor CCR6. In patients with RA, CCR6+ Th cells have been found in the inflamed synovium, and increased proportions of peripheral blood CCR6+ Th cells have been found in patients with early RA. Studies have also shown that the pathogenic signature is not confined to cells producing high levels of IL-17A, but that even CCR6+ Th cell populations producing low amounts of IL-17A display a pathogenic signature and activity. Therefore, the cell populations producing IL-17 can form an important target for RA therapy.

IL-17 is a type I transmembrane glycoprotein with a molecular mass of 120 kDa and is known to play a central role in the inflammatory response in RA. IL-17 mediated transduction leads to further activation and expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8 that contribute to the inflammation. A strong correlation between the expression of IL-17 and IL-15 was observed in the SFs of RA patients but not in OA patients. It was revealed that IL-15 triggered the secretion of IL-17 from peripheral blood mononuclear cells in SFs/joints of RA patients. Studies have also reported that TNF-α and IL-17 show additive/synergistic effects in promoting the secretion of IL-6, IL-8, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor and MMPs, all of which play a major role in progress of inflammation and cartilage degradation. A therapy targeting a single cytokine is not very effective as a number of molecules play a role in arthritis progression leading to the development of inflammation and bone and cartilage destruction in arthritis. Recently, a study with bispecific anti-TNF-α/IL-17 antibody showed that inhibition of both TNF-α and IL-17 showed superior efficacy than a single therapy in inhibiting cytokine, chemokine, and MMPs and in blocking tissue destruction in arthritis.

Other cytokines that play a fundamental role in the mechanisms mediating inflammatory joint disease pathogenesis have also been identified. A study indicated a near complete amelioration of joint disease in urokinase-type plasminogen (uPA)-deficient collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) mice, which was mainly due to significantly reduced local mRNA levels of key inflammatory mediators (eg, TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6) in these animals. Their findings reveal that cell-surface associated uPA/uPA receptor-mediated proteolysis and/or uPA receptor-mediated signaling events from bone marrow-derived cells are important in promoting the inflammatory joint disease, and that inhibition of this key proteolytic/signaling system may provide an innovative therapeutic strategy to prevent arthritis. Oncostatin M (OSM) is another cytokine, which has emerged as a powerful mediator of RA. It is known to have potent pro-inflammatory properties in mice and synergy with IL-1 to promote articular cartilage damage. Apart from these, OSM induced an increase in P-selectin in endothelial cells, stimulates uPA activity in synovial fibroblasts, and is also a powerful inducer of IL-6 from endothelial cells. Based on these evidence, OSM also forms an important therapeutic target for targeting arthritis.

Proteins
Several proteins are known to play a major role in regulation of OA. These include type I collagen in the bone, type II collagen, MMPs and aggrecan in the cartilage and type III collagen in the synovium. It is known that type I collagen is responsible for the induction of osteoblastic differentiation of the bone marrow cells. The type I collagen interacts with the α2β1 integrin receptors and mediates the extracellular signaling. Studies have shown that inhibition of both type I collagen by a peptide and α2β1 integrin by an anti-α2 antibody suppressed the expression of osteoblastic phenotypes. The type II collagen on the other hand is known to maintain the integrity of cartilage by forming a fibrillar network. Damage to this network has been known to cause OA. It is reported that collagenases produced by the chondrocytes are involved in the cleavage and denaturation of type II collagen, which leads to an increase in OA. Another major protein that regulates cartilage degradation is aggrecan. A study suggested that aggrecan is majorly degraded due to the action of specific proteinases aggrecanase-1 and aggrecanase-2. They generated expression plasmid vectors of shRNA targeting aggrecanase-1 and aggrecanase-2 and transfected them into rat chondrocyte cells. Their findings revealed that inhibition of both aggrecanase-1 and aggrecanase-2 by RNA interference could mitigate aggrecan degradation without affecting the normal functioning of the cells. Meanwhile, another study reported that aggrecanase inhibition by lentivirus-mediated RNA interference can lead to chondrocyte proliferation and an increase in aggrecan and type II collagen. Thus, these proteins can be targeted or regulated or used to control the progression of arthritis. One such attempt was made where nanoparticles (NPs) that mimic the size, glycosaminoglycan composition, and growth factor binding and
stabilization of aggrecan were used in bone marrow stromal cells and delivered fibroblast growth factor-2.  

**Inflammatory cells**

It is known that osteoclasts lead to bone destruction in arthritis; however, recent study has shown that osteoclast progenitors and stromal cells that are rheumatoid synovial cells support their differentiation, indicating their role in osteoclastogenesis in synovium which could be a new mechanism of bone destruction in RA. In order to determine the most efficient diagnostic marker for identification of changes in the bone mineral density (BMD), a study was conducted with serum and urine samples from 232 RA patients. The assay contained markers like procollagen I carboxyterminal propeptide and skeletal alkaline phosphatase from serum and pyridinoline and deoxypyridinoline corrected for creatinine in urine. Plasma samples were also tested for IL-1 and IL-6. Urinary markers best identified change in BMD, however, CRP was most effective overall. This provides a rational approach for selecting and treating patients with RA to reduce the long-term risk of osteoporotic mediated fractures. Apart from the muscular activity, reductions in total body potassium are also correlated with changes in BMD leading to disease severity with the production of TNF-α. Apart from these processes, inflammatory cytokine prostaglandin E1 has also been identified as a potent stimulator of bone resorption.

It has been reported that an imbalance between the T regulatory cells and the T helper cells (TH-17) often leads to development of autoimmune disorders. Studies have reported that the forhead box P3 (Foxp3)+ T cells which give rise to TH-17 cells play a major role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune arthritis. During arthritis, the CD25(low) Foxp3+CD4+ T cells lose the Foxp3 expression and are called as exFoxp3 cells and further undergo differentiation to give rise to TH-17 cells. This trans-differentiation is mediated by the IL-6 produced by the synovial fibroblast cells. The severity of the disease has been directly correlated with Foxp3 loss (Figure 1). There have been several inventions and strategies to target the Foxp3+ Treg cells or to inhibit the T regulatory activity. Some of these include targeting Treg
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**Figure 1** The mechanism of balance between tolerance and autoimmunity at the site of arthritic joint inflammation.

**Notes:** During autoimmune arthritis, the naturally occurring CD25(high)Foxp3+ T regulatory cells convert into CD25(low)Foxp3− T regulatory cells by losing Foxp3 expression. IL-6 and IL-17 secreted by the synovial fibroblasts induce the conversion of this subset of T regulatory cells into pathogenic TH-17 cells. Like synovial fibroblasts and osteoblasts, TH-17 cells derived from Foxp3+ T cells can produce high levels of RANKL, which directly promote osteoclastogenesis/bone resorption/destruction.

**Abbreviations:** GM, granulocyte–macrophage; M-CSF, macrophage colony-stimulating factor; IL, interleukin; TH, T helper; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha.
cells via vaccination with immunogenic peptides from the Foxp3 transcription factor that has been proven to be an effective method for reducing the Treg cells, peptide inhibitor of transforming growth factor β that leads to inhibition of the T regulatory activity, a 15-mer-synthetic peptide that has the ability to enter into the cells, binds with Foxp3, and inhibits the nuclear translocation of Foxp3 therefore impairing the T regulatory activity and by targeting Sirtuin 1 which is a class III histone/protein deacetylase and inhibits the T regulatory functions.

It is also reported that mast cells play a critical role in generation of inflammation within the joint. During the normal stage mast cells are scattered around blood vessels and nerves and form only up to 3% of all cells in the synovium, while during RA the population of mast cells is reported to increase up to 5% of total synovial cells and lead to production of TNF-α and IL-17.

Role of osteopontin in arthritis
Osteopontin (OPN) is a phosphorylated extracellular matrix (ECM) glycoprotein secreted by activated macrophages, leukocytes, and activated T lymphocytes, and present in extracellular fluids, at sites of inflammation, and in the ECM of mineralized tissues. OPN is known to interact with a variety of cell-surface receptors, for example, αvβ3, αvβ5, αvβ1, α4β1, α8β1, and α9β1 integrins, as well as CD44. Cell adhesion, invasion, migration, and other specific signaling functions are dependent on the binding of OPN to the above-mentioned cell-surface receptors (Figure 2). The most important integrin-binding site in OPN is the arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) integrin-binding motif, which is necessary for the adherence of many cell types to OPN. The expression of OPN in adults is mainly restricted to the kidney, bone, and epithelial linings of organs. It is also secreted in milk, blood, and urine (bodily fluids).

In comparison with its restricted allocation in the normal tissue, OPN is markedly upregulated at sites of inflammation and tissue remodeling. OPN exists in two forms, one as a component of the ECM and other as a soluble cytokine. The main role of OPN in physiological processes includes its regulation of biomineralization in the bone tissues and its ability to reduce the growth and aggregation of calcium crystals in epithelial tissues. Thus, in spite of the criticalness and availability of relevant information regarding OPN, very little therapeutics against arthritis target OPN.

OPN concentrations in the plasma have been clinically correlated with chronic inflammatory diseases such as Crohn’s disease, cancer, atherosclerosis, aortic abdominal aneurysms, and autoimmune diseases including lupus, multiple sclerosis, and RA. OPN is a known T-lymphocyte suppressor factor and is reported to enhance the B-lymphocyte
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**Figure 2** Role and importance of osteopontin in arthritis.
**Notes:** Osteopontin (OPN) is highly expressed in the synovial fluid and in bones, which leads to production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and attachment of osteoclasts to the bone matrix. OPN is known to interact with CD44 and integrin receptors on cell membrane leading to activation of TGF-β signaling and further activation of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-17, IL-6, and TNF-α. Pro-inflammatory cytokines lead to cartilage degradation.

**Abbreviations:** IL, interleukin; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; TGF-β, transforming growth factor β; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha.
Ig production and proliferation. In addition, OPN also acts as a pro-inflammatory molecule becoming an important cytokine mediating the Th1 immunity further regulating the immune system at various levels. OPN enhances migration of inflammatory cells toward an injury site and retains cells at the site serving as both a chemotactic molecule and an adhesive protein. The level of OPN was found to significantly correlate with IL-17 production and the frequency of TH-17 cells in the SF of RA patients.41 Immune response during bacterial and viral infections is centrally regulated by OPN that activates T cells and macrophage responses. OPN has also been reported to modulate dendritic cell responses and neutrophil chemotaxis.62

Attachment to the cartilage by the invasive growth of synovial tissue mediated joint destruction in RA. The expression of OPN mRNA and protein in RA patients revealed that OPN was overexpressed in the synovial lining and sub-lining layer and at the interface of cartilage and invading synovium. The role of OPN has also been studied as a marker that not only as a synovial lining layer at the site of cartilage invasion but also mediates the attachment of synovial fibroblasts to cartilage at the sites of invasion. It also contributes to matrix degradation in RA.63 The presence of OPN and its expression in the cartilage and synovial is associated with destruction of the surface structures of the joint, joint swelling, and loss of proteoglycan content in the articular cartilage in mice.64 In contrast, OPN deficiency was shown to prevent the mice from such surface destruction, loss of proteoglycan in the articular joint cartilage, and swelling of the joints. Hence, OPN promotes angiogenesis and induces apoptosis in chondrocytes that plays a critical role in the destruction of joint cartilage in RA mice model.65 OA is the most common form of arthritis (joint disease), which mainly affects elderly. Overexpression and a high level of presence of OPN in SF and articular cartilage has been found to be associated with OA progression.66 It has been reported that phosphorylation of OPN leads to activation of MMP-13 expression at both gene and protein levels in the cartilage, which has been further correlated with the cartilage degeneration.67 OPN levels in plasma and urine, measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay in 119 patients with RA, were found to be highly elevated confirming that OPN levels could clearly be used as a biomarker to detect the onset of RA.67 Another study involving 50 patients with knee OA and 10 healthy controls revealed that when compared with the healthy controls the OA patients had higher OPN concentration in the SF and in the articular cartilage confirming that OPN can be used as a biomarker for OA.68

**NP therapy in arthritis**

NPs are defined as particles that measure 1–100 nm in at least one dimension. Recent research has focussed on NPs in novel ways to aid in the field of medicine that include detection and treatment of diseases as their size scale is similar to that of biological molecules (eg, proteins and DNA) and structures (eg, viruses).69 Targeted delivery of drugs to specific cells and tissues is one of the major uses of engineered NPs in medicine. Recently, promising drugs such as celecoxib, diclofenac, and ibuprofen have been tested against OA and found to significantly decrease the IL-6 and TNF-α in the SF. Higher dosages of these non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs provided a greater improvement in the disease-specific quality of life advantages of patients and lower concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the SF. Inhibition of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) was noted after non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug treatment.70 Thus, such promising drugs can be used in forms of nanotherapy. These nanosystems have the capability to release the drug slowly in the environment; therefore, lower and reduced drug dosages are required hence avoiding the non-specific side effects of the drugs. NPs derived from some interesting biomaterials can be used as scaffolds in bone tissue engineering as they can be made to exhibits excellent biocompatibility with surrounding tissues.71 Some NPs also have the capability to deliver poorly water soluble drugs, which is otherwise very difficult to achieve.72 The engineering of NPs can be done to specifically recognize or specifically inhibit or enhance immune responses or to completely avoid the immune system recognition.73 With the enhancement in technology, nanoscience has come up with multifunctional NPs that can be used simultaneously for imaging, diagnosis, drug delivery, and treatment.74 Due to several such benefits a number of NP systems have been used for drug delivery and therapy of arthritis (Table 2).

**Non-targeted nanoparticle approach in RA**

In the year 2014, over 20 research publications have reported the development of various nanocarrier (NC) systems for delivery of synthetic or natural anti-inflammatory compounds in RA model. Most of these NPs were biodegradable including chitosan (CS)-coated calcium phosphate encapsulating iron saturated bovine lactoferrin (C-CP-Fe-bLf –NCs) for delivery of Fe-bLf in in vitro inflammatory OA model and in CIA mice. Oral administration of these NCs in mice was found to be non-toxic and induced disease reversal by reducing joint inflammation and significantly inhibiting the
expression of catabolic genes, IL-1β, nitric oxide, c-Jun N-terminal kinase, and MAPK. The C-CP-Fe-bLf –NCs showed the ability to completely dissolve the calcium pyrophosphate crystals in mice joints indicating their therapeutic ability to be used as a treatment for chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases such as OA.  

The same NC system was also used to deliver Lakshadi Guggul and Cissus quadrangularis both in vitro in primary human chondrocytes and in vivo in mice with CIA. Lakshadi Guggul NCs revealed cartilage regenerative activity, were non-toxic to mice, reduced joint swelling and paw volume, and inhibited gene expression of MMPs and cytokines.  

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) have been used for delivery of curcumin for the treatment of RA in complete Freund’s adjuvant-induced arthritis in rats. It was revealed that these NPs showed a dose-dependent reduction in the various symptoms of arthritis, improved biochemical markers, and preserved radiological alterations in joints of arthritic rats. In an experimental arthritis model, the glycol-split non-anticoagulant heparin NPs were used for delivery of D-erythro-sphingosine (inhibitor of the Toll-like receptor-induced inflammation). In lipopolysaccharide induced primary mouse macrophages and DC2.4 dendritic cell line, Type II CIA mice were administered to type II CIA mice by intraarticular injections once a day, they led to a decrease in arthritis score and footpad swelling. It was also observed that the levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines – eg, TNF-α, IL-6,
and IL-1β in knee joints and serum were inhibited. In another study, HA-NPs were used for delivery of γ-secretase inhibitor (N-[N-(3,5-difluorophenacetyl)-L-alanyl]-S-phenylglycine t-butyl ester [DAPT]) for therapy of inflamed joint of the CIA mice.79 The results revealed that DAPT-HA-NPs led to reduction in the clinical scores, tissue damage, and neutrophil infiltration along with the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IFN-γ, MCP-1, and IL-6, -12, -17). In an in vitro model of RA, the polysialic acid-trimethyl chitosan NPs were used for delivery of dexamethasone and MTX.80 These NPs were found to be equally effective as the free drugs. Theranostic polyethyleneimine (PEI)-superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs have also been used for the systemic delivery of IL-2/IL-15Rβ-siRNA to arthritic rats.81 PEI-SPIO-delivered siRNA accumulated easily in inflamed joints and was efficiently taken up by joint macrophages and T cells. In another study, tranilast (TL) NP- (an anti-allergic agent) based gel ointment was tested on inflammation in adjuvant-induced arthritis rats.82 It was observed that the TL concentrations were higher in the skin tissue and the plasma of the rats that were receiving the TL nano gel ointment when compared with the rats that were treated with the TL micro gel ointment. The TL nano gel ointment-treated rats also showed an increase in the paw edema of the hind feet of adjuvant-induced arthritis rats, which was not observed in the case on TL micro gel ointment. Chitosan NPs have been used for delivery of anti-TNF-α siRNA.83 Downregulation of TNF-α-induced inflammatory responses by these NPs led to inhibition of joint swelling in CIA mice also leading to minimal cartilage destruction and inflammatory cell infiltration in mice. Modified forms of CS such as thiolated glycol chitosan NPs have also been used for delivery of polymerized siRNA targeting TNF-α48 for the treatment of RA. Other polymer-based self-assembling NPs such as cyclodextrin NPs for delivery of α-methylprednisolone85 have also been used intravenously to treat mice with CIA.

There are several nanoformulations that have been used against OA. Hybrid HA/CS NPs have been used as non-viral gene delivery vehicle in rabbit cartilage cells. The HA/CS-plasmid NPs showed a significantly higher transfection efficiency than CS-plasmid NPs without lowering the viability of transfected cells.86 Similarly a CS-graft-PEI (CP)/DNA NPs have also been used as non-viral gene vectors in both chondrocytes and synoviocytes. The CS-graft-PEI copolymers efficiently carried the pDNA inside chondrocytes and synoviocytes without lowering the cell viability.87 Diacerein-loaded SLNs modified with chondroitin sulfate (ChS) have also been used in chemically induced rat model for OA was used for the study. It was observed that the presence of drug in joints was higher in rats fed on NP diet when compared with the free drug.88 Other NPs that have been synthesized for OA therapy include selenium-ChS NPs.89

The above-mentioned studies reveal the success of nanoformulations in arthritis treatment. Most of these nanoformulations were based on CS or derivatives of CS, suggesting that nanoformulations based on CS may achieve desired efficacy in RA. Most of these NPs were able to show high accumulation at the arthritic joint sites when given intravenously or orally. However, they also resulted in large accumulations in liver and spleen. Natural agents such as Fe-bLf and curcumin do not have long-term cytotoxic effects on any body tissues;67-77 however, toxic and side effects of synthetic inhibitors such as MTX and methylprednisolone are commonly known.90,91 Yet an even balance between the use of natural therapeutic agents and synthetic inhibitors was also observed, suggesting that the role of natural therapeutics remains under-researched and their mechanisms unexplored. Hence, there arises a growing need for targeted delivery of natural anti-inflammatory therapeutics in RA.

Targeted NP approach in RA

There have been very few attempts in the field of targeted delivery of anti-inflammatory agents in RA (Figure 3) and most of the studies have under-achieved in terms of disease-specific targeting. Few considerable efforts include delivery of MTX using poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) NPs targeted with antibody against macrophage-specific receptor-CD64 in an in vitro model using RAW 264.7 cells.92 It was observed that the MTX-loaded NPs were more effective than the free drug. In another study, delivery of lipase-labile fumagillin prodrug (Fum-PD) was achieved using perfluorocarbon targeted with αβ3-integrin peptidomimetic antagonists.93,94 Fum-PD nanotherapy induces the production of endothelial nitric oxide by which it indirectly suppresses inflammation in experimental RA. Tocilizumab-loaded hyaluronate-gold nanoparticles targeted with a monoclonal antibody against IL-6 have also been tested in CIA mice.95 In another study, the delivery of MTX was achieved using theranostic gold half-shell NPs targeted with RGD peptides.96 It was revealed that a much smaller dose of these NPs showed greater therapeutic effects than that of a conventional treatment with MTX solution in CIA mice. Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) NPs targeted with RGD peptides have also been used for STAT1 siRNA delivery, where the presence of RGD peptide on the NPs increased paw tissue uptake in arthritic...
mice. Furthermore, RGD functionalization increased lung delivery of NPs in arthritic mice but not in control mice. STAT1 was silenced leading to an increase in expression of Mrc-1 and IL-10 mRNA.97

The above-mentioned studies have used antibodies, synthetic peptidomimetics, or RGD peptides for targeting. However, immunogenic effects of antibodies are well known,98 cytotoxicity issues and safety issues of peptidomimetics are not yet established and RGD peptides are not specific against any rheumatoid markers. Hence, there are major drawbacks with most of these studies. Very few of these studies have used biodegradable and safe nanocarriers and even though the success of CS has been well established using non-targeted NPs, no attempts have been made so far for targeting CS or CS-derived NPs in RA model. Therefore, a significant gap of knowledge remains yet to be fulfilled as much remains unexplored in the field of targeted delivery toward RA.

**Conclusion and future perspective**

Side effects of synthetic drugs and inhibitors can be reduced to a certain extent; however, they cannot be completely avoided due to toxic drugs. Therefore, the current focus has shifted toward natural therapeutics (Figure 4). Bovine lactoferrin is one such naturally derived anti-inflammatory protein that has the ability to suppress the inflammation by multiple ways. Lactoferrin is reported to downregulate the allergic inflammations by inhibiting the Th1 Treg cells.99 Hence, lactoferrin also controls the serum cytokine levels and has been reported to significantly lower the serum concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α and IL-6.100 Apart from reducing the pro-inflammatory cytokines, lactoferrin is also known to induce expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines.101 Human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are defined by their capacity to differentiate into bone, cartilage, and adipose tissue, depending on the stimuli and are found in vivo in low frequency. These MSCs are very critical as therapeutics as they regulate the immune response invoked in settings such as tissue injury, transplantation, and autoimmunity.102 Integrins and CD44 are common markers of MSCs.103 Lactoferrin is known to effectively downregulate CD44 and other integrins.104 Lactoferrin is known to induce proliferation of chondroprogenitor cells in the initial stage of differentiation by upregulating Smad2/3-Sox9 signaling pathway and inhibits hypertrophic differentiation of chondrocytes induced by aggrecan synthesis and N-cadherin expression.105 Lactoferrin is also reported to have the ability to revive the

---

**Figure 3** Targeted nanoparticle (NP) approach in rheumatoid arthritis.

**Notes:** Diagrammatic representation of key targeted NP approaches in treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. The NPs used so far include poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs targeted with antibody against macrophage-specific receptor-CD64, lipase-labile fumagillin (Fum-PD) was achieved using perfluorocarbon targeted with αvβ3-integrin peptidomimetic antagonists, tocilizumab (TCZ) loaded HA-AuNPs targeted with monoclonal antibody against interleukin-6 (IL-6), Methotrexate (MTX) loaded theranostic gold (Au) half-shelf NPs targeted with arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) peptides and PLGA NPs targeted with RGD peptides for STAT1 siRNA delivery.
proliferation potential of drug-impaired chondrocytes.\textsuperscript{106} Lactoferrin has also been considered as a bone growth factor as it stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts and acts as a survival factor inhibiting their apoptosis.\textsuperscript{107} Deposition and accumulation of calcium pyrophosphate in the knee joints and the SF is linked with deterioration of knee health and progression of RA.\textsuperscript{108} Calcium pyrophosphate crystals are known to induce expression of pro-inflammatory cytokine such as TNF-\(\alpha\).\textsuperscript{109} Lactoferrin has the ability to dissolve these crystals and prevents their accumulation in the joints and in SF\textsuperscript{75} therefore, prevents expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, degradation of cartilage, and progression of RA.

Targeted nanodelivery of therapeutics has achieved a fair bit of success; however, not many biodegradable and safe polymeric particles have been explored. The potential of locked nucleic acids and oligonucleotides aptamers also remains vastly unexplored. Hence, in spite of years of research and development of several promising strategies there are several domains yet to be fully explored in arthritis research in order to find a suitable and appropriate cure.
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